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IMMEDIATE DIR CITE MEXI 7026

1. LUIS ECHEVARRIA ACTING SECRETARY OF GOBERNACION PERSONALLY
ASKED COS 23 NOV FOR ALL INFO ON FNU RODRIGUEZ MOLINA. SAID HEARD
ON RADIO RODRIGUEZ PICKED UP IN CONNECTION WITH ASSASSINATION
AND THAT HE MEXICAN.

2. ONLY TRACE HERE IS 30 JAN 61 REPORT FROM UNDENED THAT ONE OSCAR
RODRIGUEZ MOLINA, 31, CUBAN, ARRIVED HERE LEGALLY 21 JAN 61 ON
MEXICANA FROM CUBA ON TOURIST CARD 78643/61/6. LEFT CALLE
INDEPENDENCIA 17 AS CONTACT ADDRESS WITH AIRLINE. THIS INFO GIVEN
ECHEVARRIA.

3. CURRENTLY INFORMED OF ABOVE. HAVE NO INFO. BODEN MY CHIEF CALLING
RECORDS OFFICER STAMP.

DALLAS FOR DETAILS.

4. REQUEST HQS TRACES SOONEST.
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